80% of the supplies you need. 10 steps from where you need them.
Equip nurses to spend more time where the patients are. Every square foot of space and every minute of nursing time is valuable. CoreSTOR™ patient server is engineered to work seamlessly with today’s evidence-based patient care models.

Enable nurses to “go the distance” for patients, not supplies. A nurse’s time should focus on patient care. But often, existing facility models actually take nurses away from direct patient care to spend hours “hunting and gathering” supplies every day.

Give your facility a built-in advantage. Insure better nursing care in your new facility or renovation from the design stage forward, with CoreSTOR patient server.
CoreSTOR™ patient server is designed to put **80% of the most frequently used supplies** for patient care **10 steps from the bedside.**

*This lets you:*

- Build a decentralized nurse station right into each patient’s room – equipping nurses to spend less time “hunting and gathering” and more time caring for patients.

- Reduce traffic through the patient room by stocking supplies from outside the room – minimizing patient exposure and interruptions.

- Optimize floor plan and patient-room design, yielding more usable space – maximizing cost-per-square foot.

---

**Totally accessible** from inside the patient room. The entire shelf width is within easy sight and reach – just steps from the bedside.

**Extends fully** outside the room for easy stocking. The CoreSTOR unit’s patented slide design provides complete shelving access for increased efficiency.

**Smooth starts and stops** are ensured by durable bearings combined with a proprietary “smooth-stopping” device. This protects supplies and makes opening and closing the unit easy – even when fully stocked.
Built for long service life, the sturdy carriage is engineered from lightweight aluminum and offers a 300 lb. load capacity.

Flexible storage options let you design the storage that fits to a “T,” from traditional 4-Post shelving to productive innovations such as the patent pending EZ Rail™ and FrameWRX™ storage systems.

Highly configurable, with a wide selection of carriage widths and lengths as well as shelving heights, to accommodate your floor plan and enable you to comply with building codes.

Adaptable storage solutions can include shelves, bins, hooks, pegs in a variety of colors and styles – optimized for today’s needs, ready to change for tomorrow’s.

Easy-care paint options are available in a broad range of standard colors to compliment any decor. The electrostatically applied powder-coat paint is durable and easy to clean – anti-microbial finishes are also available.